Features


Multi-Tier system management



IP and Analog CCTV Hybrid solutions



Mega-Pixel camera support



SMART Video analytics



Unlimited scalability



Access Control Integration

More than ten years of successful installations in primary,



Remote, multiple facility management capability

secondary and tertiary education institutions have made



Centralized Alarm Management

Intervid one of the most pervasive suppliers of education



System “Health” Monitoring.

education Solutions
The Education Surveillance System of choice for
more than a decade

surveillance equipment.
Look to Intervid’s InterVision system to satisfy your
education surveillance needs.

Our solutions meet many of the education environment’s
primary requirements, including:


Power and flexibility



Integration capability



Real-time system “Health” monitoring and optimal
uptime.
Intervid, Inc.
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Frederick, MD 21704
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Education Solutions Beyond Surveillance
Maximize Your Return On Investment
We have the vision when it comes to providing the solutions

SYSTEM “HEALTH” MONITORING



Perhaps the most under-valued feature of InterVision is the in-depth system “Health” monitoring including:


Camera failure warnings BEFORE you miss an incident.



Hard Drive integrity warnings BEFORE you lose video footage or critical events.



System health status reports to your email automatically BEFORE a system failure.

InterVision offers both real-time AND historic status reports to give you peace-of-mind when it comes to
ensuring the uptime of your system.

EDUCATION SOLUTIONS BEYOND
SURVEILLANCE
When it comes to providing solutions for the
education industry, Intervid has the
experience, the expertise and the product.

INTEGRATION
One of the major differentiating features of
InterVision is the capability to integrate with
many 3rd party systems including:

Intervid views each education environment as
a unique challenge and is able to provide a
powerful custom solution due to the
particular flexibility and scalability of the
InterVision system. InterVision solutions go
beyond surveillance in offering a
sophisticated management tool that enables
operators and managers to function in a
multi-tiered control environment.

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
The interactive user interface provides a
visual representation of one or more facilities.
Operators can navigate through multiple
layers of maps to selected facilities, dragand-drop cameras to selected monitors,
control outputs, move PTZ cameras, and
perform many other operational actions.
Users with multiple facilities can navigate
their entire enterprise via the map facility.



Access control



Fire panels



Alarm panels

Integration is facilitated by the ability to send
alarms and take action upon information
received from the various systems.

sophisticated, robust,
integrated education solutions

MULTI-TIERED EVENT MANAGEMENT
Facilities with hundreds or thousands of
cameras require a “black-screen” approach
to video and event management. InterVision
provides this via the Alarm Management
Gateway which receives events, associates
them with actions and enables the escalation
of these events to second and third tiers of
management. The events can be triggered
by many types of stimuli, including video
analytics, alarms, access control events, fire
panel events and any 3rd party system
integrated with the InterVision Management
Suite. The system can control several
facilities from a central command center with
distributed management.

VIDEO ANALYTICS
InterVision’s video analytics algorithms provide valuable tools to
improve the effectiveness of the system including:


SMART Video Motion Detection



Abandoned Object Analysis



Post Object Search

The system also integrates with several specialized analytics
devices. The analytics software provides “triggers” to the system
that enables it to take user defined actions depending on the specific
“trigger” received. For example:


Move PTZ camera to preset position



Send an alarm to a selected recipient



Send an SMS or email



Switch selected cameras to selected monitors



Switch a device on or off



Notify a control room Gateway
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